
Number Object Name Description Keywords/Inscriptions and Markings Photograph 

NDSNGA01 Badge | Bendigo Base Hospital Badges 

Bendigo Base Hospital Badges | Metal badges (2) identical marking 
but one larger lettering in better condition | Oval shape, dark blue 
centre with B.B.H Logo in Gold | White surround with Bendigo Base 
Hospital printed in silver. 

Badge | Bendigo Base Hospital Badges | No. 1 Badge 
very tarnished, pin & clasp back – Stokes and Sons on 
reverse side, circa 1900, SA make, donated to NDSN in 
1989 by Ms Marion Blatchley of Kew who is the 
daughter of Eva Mary Middleton, Elmore Victoria |  
No. 2 Badge very good condition silver backing with pin 
& clasp plus safety lock, Val Howell 9.8.1988, Circa 
1988 | 3.2cm wide 2.2cm depth 

 

NDSNGA02 Badge | Letter & Mildura Base Hospital Badge 

Badge | Letter & Mildura Base Hospital Badge | Paper & Metal Badge 
| Letter & Mildura Base Hospital Badge | letter dated April 9th, 2015, 
| To NDSA re reunion found 4 photos PTS 1962 from Eileen Wheeler – 
nee Coleman | Badge metal with safety chain, red, white and blue. 

Badge | Mildura Base Hospital | Letter Handwritten to 
NDSA | Badge E Coleman 29.4.65 | Letter Diameter 
29.4cm Width 21cm 

 

 NDSNGA03 Badge | Northern District School of Nursing Badge 

Metal Badge | Northern District School of Nursing Badge | Badge 
worn during training | Attached at centre of uniform colour | red and 
white | oval shape with metal gold bar in centre at back | Northern 
District School of Nursing on edge with gold script on red band | 
Servientes on central red bar | Victoria on white background at lower 
edge | Reverse side was originally gold colour but now tarnished pin 
& clasp at back | No safety catch | Estimated date made is 1969 | 
used in centre of uniform collar | Donated by Di Francis. 

Badge | Metal Badge | Northern District School of 
Nursing Badge | Cannot decipher? Melbourne | 4cm 
across (including bar) 1.5 cm depth | Makers details 
S/A will try to decipher | Donated by Di Francis 

 

NDSNGA04 Badge | Northern District School of Nursing Badge 

Northern District School of Nursing Badge | Metal badge | Badge No. 
2 | circular with white bar base with Servientes printed in gold 
lettering | Centre white circle with gold red book & red cross 
surrounded by red circle with gold lettering ‘Northern District School 
of Nursing Vic’ | Reverse side with bar and safety pin & lock | 
Estimated date made is 1972 and it unknown where it was made. 

Metal Badge | Norther District School of Nursing |Gold 
safety chain & pin attached | No descriptions and 
markings but in same container as Di Frances’ Badge | 
Size 2cm across and 2.5cm in depth  

 

NDSNGA05 Badge | Northern District School of Nursing Badge 

Northern District School of Nursing Badge | No. 1 original badge | 
Red & White | white circle with silver edge in centre | Open book 
silver & red cross edged in silver at back is printed Servientes in silver 
upon a red bar | Gold safety chain & pin attached reverse side is gold. 

Badge Servientes | Badge attached to paper with 
donor’s name Di Francis (Tobin) | School 69 badge | 
2cm across 2.4 cm depth | "Stokes" engraved on back 
of badge | Was used on uniform especially cap collar | 
Donated by Di Francis unknown date. 

 

NDSNGA06 Badge | Northern District School of Nursing Badge 

Northern District School of Nursing Badge | Metal badge | Badge No2 
circular with white bar at base with Servientes printed in gold 
lettering | Centre white circle with gold open book & red cross 
surrounded by red circle with gold lettering Northern District School 
of Nursing Vic | Reverse side gold with bar & safety pin & lock | Gold 
safety chain & pin attached. 

 No inscriptions and markings but it’s in the same 
container as Badge 1 with Di Frances’ Badge | 2cm 
across 2.5cm in depth | Estimated date made is 1972 
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NDSNGA07 Bandage | Absorbent Gauze Bandage | Absorbent Gauze compressed 2 ½ years | Woven 
bandages | never used, unused stock item 

Made in England | R. Bailey & Son Ltd, Stockport | 
Unknown date of manufacture | Stock item in hospital 
| 3cm x 5 cm 

 

NDSNGA08 Bandage | Compressed Bandage Bandage | Compressed Bandage | Khaki open woven bandage | 
Sealed compressed bandage | 3” x 4 yards 

Possibly used in the 1950s | Made in England | S Maw, 
Son and Sons Lt Aldergate Stret, London & Barney | 
Stock item | 8 cm x 3 cm | in good condition 

 

NDSNGA09 
NDSNGA09A Bandage | Cotton Wool Bandage Bandage | Cotton Wool Bandage | Topped by gauze layer Unknown year of Manufactuing and maker | 7cm | Fair 

condition 

 

NDSNGA10 
NDSNGA10A Bandage | Flannelette Bandage 

Bandage | Flannelette Bandage | Strip of White Flannelette 
considered to be a bandage | Used until the 1960s | Woven 
Flannelette Bandages 

Unknown Manufacturer | 7.5 cm wide strip rolled | in 
fair condition 

 

NDSNGA11 Bandage | Gauze Bandage Bandage | Gauze Bandage | Used in the 1950s  
Made in Stockport England | R. Bailey & Son | Stock 
item in hospitals | 5 ½ cm w x 3 cm high 2 ½ yards long 
| in good condition 

 

NDSNGA12 
NDSNGA12A 
NDSNGA12B 
NDSNGA12C 

Bandage | Gauze Bandage Bandage | Gauze Bandage | Red Cross Bandage | Gauze in cardboard 
| Used in the 1950s | Unused gauze bandage in cardboard box  

Made in Ill, Chicago | Johnson and Johnson | Used in 
Bendigo Australia | 3 inches, 10 yards | in fair 
condition 

 

NDSNGA13 Bandage | Khaki Open Wove Bandage 
Bandage | Khaki Open Wove Bandage | Wrapped Bandage | Tightly 
wrapped paper covered Bandage | Woven Bandage and Paper | 
Bandage is 3 inches x 4 yards 

Made in the 1950s | S Maw, Son and Sons Ltd 
Aldergate, London, UK | stock item in hospitals | 8 cm 
x 3 cm | In good condition 

 

NDSNGA14 Bandage | Paper Covered Bandage Bandage | Paper Covered Bandage | Cover paper torn | Woven 
Bandage and Paper 

Made in the 1950s | Maw, Son & Sons Ltd | Stock item 
in hospital | 5cm x 3cm | in poor condition 

 

NDSNGA15 Bandage | Triangular Bandage Bandage | Triangular Bandage | Calico BPC unbleached | One 
compressed bandage | 38 inches | Unused 

Made in England | R. Bailey and Son Ltd, Stockport | 
Stock item in Hospitals | 5 cm x 4 cm | in good 
condition 

 

 NDSNGA16 Bottle Bottle | Brown chloroform bottle with cork | Demonstration model 
used at Lister House. 

Bottle | Colour Brown | (T.K) initials on side | 100 
marking at base | 140mm length x 59mm | Lister 
House 
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NDSNGA17  Bottle 
Glass Blue Bottle | Blue glass bottle with glass stopper | Paper label 
stuck with cello tape | Blue bottle was used anaesthetic of either 
used up until 1960's. 

Bottle | Glass Blue Bottle | Absolute Alcohol | Poison | 
Not to be taken internally| Keep out of children | 
Height 14.5cm 4.5cm diameter 100 on base 

 

NDSNGA18 Bottle 
Glass Brown Bottle | Brown glass bottle with glass stopper | Brown 
bottle was used for chloroform which was PH induction anaesthetic 
up until 1960's. 

Bottle | Glass Brown Bottle |No label | Mark of "100" 
on base | 14.5 cm Height 4.5 cm diameter. 

 

NDSNGA19 Catheter 

Catheter | Disposable Urinary Catheter | Colour reddish brown | Poly 
Plastic semi rigid oval opening at tip to drain urine from bladder | 
Appears to be cut at opposite end as no enlargement to join drainage 
system | Aseptic (end appears cut so no other words visible| 
Estimated date when made is 1950’s-60s. Used for teaching purposes 
at NDSN. 

Catheter | Disposable Urinary Catheter | Colour 
reddish brown | Length 32 cm Diameter 0.5cm.  

 

NDSNGA20 Catheter 

Catheter | Urinary catheter | colour black | semi rigid, oval hole on 
side near tip to drain urine (0.5cm in diameter) | Expanded towards 
upper end to join drainable tube disposable | Estimated date made 
1950h’s-60’s | used for teaching purposes NDSN> 

Semi Rigid | Disposable | Allen & Hanburys Ltd | Made 
in England | Size 8 Length 33cm Diameter 0.5cm. 

 

NDSNGA21 Catheter 

Urinary Catheter | colour black rigid | Tapered toward tip |One oval 
opening at tip enlarged at end to fit on to drainage tube | Made of 
non-flexible rubber |Drains urine from bladder | Used for Teaching 
purposes at NDSN | Not reusable | Estimated date made 1950s 

Cather | Rigid | Enlarged end | Eschmann England 10 | 
Length 32cm Width 0.5cm 

 

NDSNGA22 
NDSNGA22A  

Catheter 

Catheter | Self-retaining urinary catheter rubber | Reddish brown 
colour | (4) fluted sections above tip to enable self-retaining hence 
maintain position in bladder slightly enlarge at end to fit drainage 
tube | Used for teaching purposes at NDSN. Requires an introducer to 
insert catheter | This straightens catheter for insertion and allows 
fluted ends to expand when introducer removed. 

Self-retaining catheter | (4) fluted sections above tip | 
18 Rusch Guaranteed Boilable 251 | Length 37cm 
Width 1cm (Barely) | Probably made in Germany. 

 

NDSNGA23 Catheter 

Urinary Catheter | Disposable Catheter | Clear poly vinyl plastic in 
original container | unopened | Disposable Tieman’s Catheter 
(Sterilised) Sterile and non-Pyrogenic undamaged pack | Chill tube 
greater rigidity warm flexibility. 

Sterile | Disposable Catheter | Tieman’s Catheter | 
Estimated date made 1950 - 60 

 

NDSNGA24 Catheter | Foley’s 

Catheter | Foley’s | self-retaining urinary catheter | Rubber | light 
tan colour | wider at top to attach to drain tube | extended section | 
5cm from top which fits syringe to enable drugs insertion | two oval 
openings at tip to facilitate draining from urinary bladder | Flexible 
catheter | Attach to drain tube | Urinary drainable facilitator | Used 
for teaching purposes NDSN | Estimated date made 1950’s. 

Catheter | Foley’s | Akron Foley | 5cc 16 | Length 
40cm Width 5cm | Akron Foley | Made in England  
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NDSNGA25 Catheter Introducer 

Catheter Introducer | Metal catheter introducer for males | Metal 
colour silvery | Tapered at tip used to insert inside male catheter to 
facilitate introduction into urinary bladder | Removed following to 
allow flow of urine via catheter | Metal damaged alone several 
section of item | Ring at end for grasphing | Estimated made in 
1950s-60s | NDSN Teaching purposes. 

Catheter Introducer | Metal damage. | Length - 42cm 
Diameter 3mm 

 

NDSNGA26 Catheter introducer 

Catheter introducer | Colour brasslike | All same diameter length of 
item (not tapered at tip) | metal forms a ring at grasping end | Used 
to facilitate easier insertion of male catheter to urinary bladder | 
Metal facilitates male catheter insertion | Used for teaching at NDSN. 

Catheter introducer | Metal | Austral Tobin Printed 
along shaft of item | Length 45cm diameter 3mm. 

 

NDSNGA27 Catheter Introducer 

Catheter Introducer | Male catheter introducer | silvery colour | rigid 
| used to facilitate introduction of male urinary catheter purpose | 
Catheter removes urine from bladder | Used for teaching purposes 
NDSN 

Introducer | Catheter | Male | Intubating stylet | Cat 
No. 116. 14 National Catheter Corp | Length = 35 cm 
Diameter 0.5cm  

 

NDSNGA28 Catheters 
Urinary catheters – disposable (2) urinary catheters, grey colour ridid, 
oval opening at tip. Identical catheters with one slightly larger than 
the other. Disposable, larger at end to join drainage tube. 

Catheters (2) disposable. Eschmann England Grey Tex 
8, Eschmann England Grey Tex 7. 1 x Size 8, 1 x Size 7 
Length 35cm Diameter 0.5. Estimated date when made 
1950’s-60’s. Made in England used for teaching 
purposes NDSN 

 

NDSNGA29 
NDSNGA29A Floral Bowl | Silver Plated   Floral Bowl | Silver Plated | Ianthe |Georgian Style | 

No. 176 

 

NDSNGA30 
NDSNGA30A 
NDSNGA30B 
NDSNGA30C  

Fumigator | Sulphur and Formalin Fumigator Fumigator | Sulphur and Formalin Fumigator | Used to fumigate 
and/or disinfect rooms  

Made in 240 Hoddle Street, Abbotsford, Australia | The 
Ascot Manufacturing Co | Used in Bendigo Australia | 8 
cm x 8 cm x 6 cm deep | in good condition 

 

NDSNGA31 
NDSNGA31A Glass Ampoule 

Glass Ampoule | Water for injection BP 5cc ADCA – Australia | Glass 
and liquid | Used up until the 1970s | Ampoule of Distilled water 
used 

Made up until the 1970s | Made in Australia | Stock 
item in hospitals | used to mix with dry ingredients 

 

NDSNGA32 
NDSNGA32A 
  

Glass Ampoule Glass Ampoule | Liquid | Water for injection BP 5.5cc Boots Batch No. 
658 | Imp hic no. 49 Pakistan | Used up until 1970s 

Made in Pakistan | Used in Australia up until 1970s | 
Sterile water used for mixing with dry medication and 
given as an injection | Stock in hospitals | 6.8cms | 
Good condition 

 

NDSNGA33 Glass Pipette Glass Pipette with Rubber cap and cardboard box | Glass and Rubber 
| For instilling drops | Propelling, Repelling Model Mabie Todd & Co Ltd | London 

 

NDSNGA34 
NDSNGA34A Globes Globes | Globes for torches | Standard and Pencil | Auroscope and 

Sigmaidoscopy | Various sizes 
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NDSNGA35 Instrument | Artery Forceps 
Artery Forceps | Metal Artery Forceps x 2 used in operating theatre 
for clamping blood vessels to prevent bleeding (sterile) | Used in 
sterile nursing procedures e.g., wound dressings  

Artery Forceps | Sterile | clamping | wound dressing | 
"Instrument stainless steel" on axis of forceps | Instro 
– lo | Size 5 1/2 inches in length 3 inches wides 

 

NDSNGA36 
NDSNGA36A 
NDSNGA36B 

Instrument | Cataract Knives Instrument | Cataract Knives | Set of cataract extraction knives | 
made of steel | Used by Dr Robinson in Bendigo 

Made in London, 287 Oxford Street | Made by J. Weis’ 
& Son Ltd | Used in Bendigo Australia | 16 ½ cm long x 
11 ½cm wide | in good condition 

 

NDSNGA37 
NDSNGA37A 
NDSNGA37B 

Instrument | Dscillotonometer 
Instrument | Dscillotonometer | in leather case used for double sided 
comparative blood circulatory disturbances includes some patient 
records| Metal & Cloth. 

Made in Germany | Maker Bosch & Speidel | 
Jungingen. 

 

NDSNGA38 Instrument | Liver Needle 

Instrument | Liver Needle | Greenfield Liver Needle | Stored in 
cotton wool in a bone-coloured box | Label on box reads “This need is 
housed in a box which haves a liver lock lumber puncture needles & 
another needle”. 

Used in lumbar puncture procedures | 15cm without 
cork plug | In good condition | Manufacturer - The 
Amalgamated Dental (Australia) Pty Lty, 116-124 
Queensberry Street, Carlton and 1N3 60 Castlereagh 
Street, Sydney 

 

NDSNGA39 Instrument | Manometer Instrument | Manometer | Manometer for measuring spinal fluid 
pressure | Used on Ward 15 | Metal and Plastic  

Used in Australia | Manufacturer unknown | 34 cm | in 
good condition 

 

NDSNGA40 
NDSNGA40A Instrument | Nasal Specula 

Instrument | Nasal Specula | Metal Nasal speculum “Thudichum’s” | 
Nasal specular for holding nostril open for inspection pliable so 
operator can view back of nose | Usually used by doctor e.g. view 
foreign body in nose. 

Nasal Specular | DHA Stainless Size (1). Length 7.5 cm, 
Width 2cm (unexpanded) 

 

NDSNGA41 
NDSNGA41A Instrument | Ophthalmoscope Instrument | Ophthalmoscope | Used in Day Hospital for looking into 

eyes | Metal and Bakelight   

Made in the 1950s | Made in England | Manufacturer 
Theodore Hamblin Ltd | 18 cm x 8.5 cm | in good 
condition 

 

NDSNGA42 
NDSNGA42A Instrument | Ophthalmoscope Instrument | Ophthalmoscope | Used to examine eyes | Metal and 

Bakelight 

Made in England, London | Used in Bendigo Australia | 
Manufacturer Hamblin | Box 17 ½ cm x 9 cm | in good 
condition 
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NDSNGA43 Instrument | Surgical Scissors 

Instrument | Surgical Scissors | Metal Surgical Scissors x 2 | used for 
cutting a variety of materials | e.g. If sterile, removal of sutures 
cutting dressing to size | If unsterile procedure, cutting any unsterile 
materials 

Surgical Scissors | Metal Surgical Scissors x 2 | S & M 
on upper end | x 2 pair | 5 inches long unknown maker 

 

NDSNGA44 Instrument | Thermometer 

Instrument | Thermometer | Oral Thermometer | glass thermometer 
in clear plastic cylinder with blue/green screw cap used to take oral 
temperature | Place beneath tongue or in axilla for 3 minutes | 
Mercury at bulb end which travel along length to level of temperature 
markings between 95° F – 98.6° F ↑ arrow show normal range | Red 
marking b/w 96.6°F to 108°F indicate elevated temperature 
Estimated date when made 1950’s-60’s | Used for personal use by 
Fay Bourke to assess children’s temperature during 1960 – 70s. 

Thermometer | (SK) Safety Thermometer – Japan AF 
T33 | Word Safety on Cap | Length 10cm Diameter 
4mm | Makers details not on item | Donated by Fay 
Bourke 

 

NDSNGA45 
NDSNGA45A  

Instrument | Thermometer Instrument | Thermometer | Glass and Mecury | Thermometer used 
for recording temperatures Unknown Manufacturer | 10.5 cm 

 

NDSNGA46 
NDSNGA46A 

Northern District School of Nursing 
Commemorative Teaspoon 

Northern District School of Nursing Commemorative Teaspoon | 
Teaspoon in white plastic box base, | clear plastic lid resting on dark 
red base with 'velvet like' material | Spoon firmly attached |Upper 
end red and white circle with inscription | In gold script used to 
commemorate 50th Anniversary 

Teaspoon | Inscription | Commemorate | Northern 
District School of Nursing VIC in red circle | Open book 
in centre in gold| St Andrew's cross in red | Servient in 
gold beneath on white background | Box length 14cm 
x width 2.5cm | In original box. 

 

NDSNGA47 
NDSNGA47A Northern District School of Nursing Drinking Mug 

Northern District School of Nursing Drinking Mug | NDSN 
Commemorative| Designed to Commemorate 50th Reunion in 2000 | 
White China with handle | gold rim | script on front "Norther District 
School of Nursing, 50th Reunion 2000" in gold lettering in centre 
circle. Image open book with red cross | Servientes beneath all script 
in gold. 

Commemorate 50th Reunion 2000 | Depth 9cm 
Diameter 7cm | Will enquire who the maker was | (6) 
mugs in box unused | Only 1 has been archived. 

 

NDSNGA48 Plaque - 1980 - NDSN from Police Examinations 

Plaque - 1980 - NDSN from Police Examinations | Shield shape plaque 
NDSNGA of Police Association of Victoria | Engraving beneath on 
brass square |Northern District School of Nursing many thanks Police 
Examinations 1980 

Made to approved specification by LEGA Pty Ltd 24-26 
William Street, Balaclava, Victoria Australia. 135W 
160H 25D | Brass Plaque/engraving partly corroded | 
Crown in Police insignia able to rotate, scratchy 
background. 
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NDSNGA49 
NDSNGA49A 
NDSNGA49B 

Skull 

Skull | Skull in two pieces | Not known if skull is bone or other 
material | (2) vertical springs attaching lower mandible to side of skull 
so jaw is movable | Missing several upper & lower teeth | Suture 
lines of skull visible | Upper part of skull has (2) metal rings which 
would have joined to lower section intersecting at top of metal spring 
this side | Spring is missing | only holes either side of skull evident 
now would have originally joined upper & lower sections of skull | 
The skull was given to Fay Bourke (not directly) by academic in 
Department of Information Science La Trobe University, Bendigo - 
Approx. 1975 as "knew Fay was a nurse." 

Skull| The maker is unknown | Size is 12.5 cm w 16cm 
D x 16 cm H 

 

 

 

NDSNGA50 Stainless Steel | Bowls Stainless Steel | Bowls x 3 | Made in 1950s | Bowls were used for 
liquid, swabs etc in Hospital.  

Made in Paramount | Round 9 cm | in good condition 

 

NDSNGA51 Stainless Steel | Dressing Tray 

Stainless Steel | Dressing Tray | Metal | Usually sterile and bowls for 
procedures | Generally used for carrying out dressings, injections, 
oral hygiene | A sterile or clean dressing towel is placed in bottom & 
covered | Estimated date made is 1940s | used in hospitals & NDSN 
practical rooms 

Stainless Steel Dressing Tray | Metal | Procedures | 
Mid VHA | Injection Tray | 21cm x 26 cm width 3.5 cm 
depth | Silverglo Stainless Steel Pty Ltd Melbourne |  

 

NDSNGA52 Stainless Steel | Nozzles for Ear Syringe x 3 

Stainless Steel | Metal Nozzles for Ear Syringe x 3 | 3 Nozzles for ear 
syringes | Stainless steel attachments to metal ear syringe | Screw 
onto barrel | Slightly different diameter & length | Usually clear cuter 
ear canal of wax | Must be done with even gentle pressure | Direct 
flow of warm water to side of outer ear | Not eardrum | Hospital 
procedure or NDSN Practice. 

Ear Syringe attachment | Diameter 0.5cm, (1) 5.5 cm 
length, (2) 5cm length 

 

NDSNGA53 Stainless Steel | Tray 

Stainless Steel | Tray | Small Stainless Steel Tray | Metal | used for 
procedures, maybe sterile or clean e.g., Administering an injection by 
nurses | A dressing towel is folded and place in bottom & covered | 
Hospital procedures & NDSN practical experience 

Stainless Steel Tray | Procedures | Metal tray | 1946 
Paramount Stainless Ware Melbourne VHA | 16 cm x 
21cm width 3.5cm depth | Made in 1946 
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NDSNGA54 Stainless Steel | Tray 

Stainless Steel | Tray | Metal | Large tray used for procedures carried 
out by nurse or doctor e.g., blood transfusions or I.V (sterile & usually 
autoclaved) or non-sterile e.g., Enemata, bowel washout prior to 
surgery | Used in hospital procedure or NDSN practical experience. 

Stainless Steel Tray | Metal | Large | 1947 Paramount 
Stainless Ware | M. G. Luke, Melbourne VHA | width 
30.5 cm x 26cm depth 4.5 cm | Made in 1947  

 

NDSNGA55 Stainless Steel | Tray Stainless Steel | Tray | Stimulant Tray | Used in Hospital   Made in 1950s | 15 cm x 20.5 cm | in fair condition 

 

NDSNGA56 Stainless Steel | Trocar 

Stainless Steel | Trocar | Metal | Sharp pointed end | Incomplete 
Trocar | small metal attachment which screws onto instrument is 
missing | Also Cannula which Trocar inserts is also missing | Used to 
pierce abdominal wall where ascites collects in order to drain fluid 
away | Trocar is removed & cannula attached to drain tube | See 
instrument booklet for diagram of complete item | Estimated date 
made is 1940s 

Trocar | Stainless Steel | Drain Abdomen | Fluid | 
Length 9cm Width 0.4cm  

 

NDSNGA57 
NDSNGA57A 

Stationery | Certificate | Northern District School 
of Nursing 

Stationery | Northern District School of Nursing Certificate | qualified 
trained nurse | Black cover with gold script on from the Northern 
District School of Nursing Victoria Australia | Top Section general 
training school for nurses Bendigo with School emblem | Lower 
section name of recipient to act as a trained nurse | Signatures of 
Bendigo Hospital Administration | Ruff coloured interior.  

Northern District School of Nursing | Trained Nurse| 
Signature | Deborah Leanne Williams (Recipient) | 
Bendigo & Northern District Base Hospital Trained 
Nurse | Size depth 15cm (closed) (open 23.5cm) width 
11.5 cm | It's in excellent condition | A second 
graduation certificate is included | Due to damage 
inside it's not been used. 

 

NDSNGA58 
NDSNGA58A Stationery | NDSN School of Nursing Booklet Stationery | NDSN School of Nursing Booklet | 2 x Booklets of NDSN | 

Paper fawn coloured | used in the 1950s | Prospectus of NDSN  
Made in Bendigo Australia in the 1950s | 27.5 cm x 20 
cm | in good condition 

 

NDSNGA59 Stationery| Leaflets Stationery | Leaflets | Leaflets in plastic sleeves | Photos of Mildura 
Nurses reunion | Paper and Plastic | 

Made 12 October 1983 in Swan Hill Australia | Meg 
Irvin | Reunion of Midura Nurses School of 94 | 23c m 
x 31 cm 

 

NDSNGA60 
NDSNGA60A Tablecloth Tablecloth | Yellow | Cotton | Lister House presumably used in the 

dining room | 163cm x 169  Tablecloth | Lister House 
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NDSNGA61 Uniform | Buttons & Shanks 

Uniform | Buttons & Shanks | Buttons used to do up blue uniform 
also attach aprons & belts | White in colour, circular with silver loop 
at back & silver dot in centre | Shank – used to secure button from 
back of garment goes through loop silver in colour | Estimated date 
made 1950’s 

Uniform | Buttons & Shanks | Shank 0.4 cm wide 
1.5cm diameter shank & button | Donated by Joan 
O’Shea School one 

 

NDSNGA62  
NDSNGA62A Uniform | Buttons, Shanks and Studs in a box 

Buttons, Shanks and Studs in a box | Used to keep uniforms & caps 
intact | (a) 7 buttons which went into buttonholes of uniform and 
caps (white and silver) | (b) 7 shanks which fitted through metal ring 
at back of button (silver colour) | (c) 8 studs (white) used to attached 
starched cuffs, belts & collars in position and also caps in shape | 
Items are stored in a box, but not the original box | 2 buttons have 
safety pins through metal loop |If nurses couldn't locate shanks, 
there were often using them in uniform. 

Button | Shanks | Studs | Buttons | 2cm diameter | 
Shanks 2cm diameter and length | Stud 1cm diameter.  

 

NDSNGA63 Uniform | Hatpins and Bobby Pins 

Uniform | Hatpins and Bobby Pins | Hatpins and Bobby Pins | Used to 
keep cap in place | White and silver colour | Hatpins at top of cap & 
bobby pins to secure cap to hair | Hatpins metal with white Spherical 
top & point at end | Bobby pins white 

Uniform | Hatpins and Bobby Pins | Hatpins 4cm in 
length | Bobby pins 4.5cm | 1950’s onward | used to 
keep cap in place | Donated by Joan O’Shea School 
One. 

 

NDSNGA64 
NDSNGA64A 
NDSNGA64B 

Uniform | Nurse Cap | Epaulettes 

Uniform | Nurse Cap | Epaulettes | (2) pair of Epaulettes | 3rd year 
nurses cap | white with blue strip & frill & shank | Graduate 
Epaulettes white with blue band x 2 | Graduate Epaulettes white with 
maroon band x 2 | plus 2nd year nurses cap & shank with white frill | 
Estimated date made 1950 

Uniform | Nurse Cap | Epaulettes | N.T.S J Lewis on 
cap 
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NDSNGA65 
NDSNGA65A Uniform | Nurses 

Nurses uniform | Yellow and white short sleeved uniform | central 
"T" shaped white panel in front | Designer by Noelene King. Replaced 
old Blue and White uniform in early 1970's.  

Uniform | Nurses | Uniform Yellow and White | House 
of King Melbourne | Gold. Name tag | Green on White 
of ‘Anne Fitzpatrick’ | Estimated date 1970 

  

NDSNGA66 
NDSNGA66A Uniform | Nurses Belt 

Uniform | Nurses Belt | White belt worn with uniform | Ten 
buttonholes for studs | Donated by Robin Pope nee Gall from Kilsyth 
Victoria 

Uniform | Nurses Belt | Ten buttonholes for studs | 
88cm x 6 cm | Donated by Robin Pope nee Gall from 
Kilsyth Victoria 

 

NDSNGA67 
NDSNGA67A Uniform | Nurses Cap 

Nurses cap | White frilled with thin blue strip running through length 
of cap | Starched | Used at the hospital | Donated by Robin Pope nee 
Gall from Kilsyth Victoria. 

Nurses Cap | Uniform | 3rd Year Cap | 3 Peaks on Cap | 
3 buttonholes for one stud |34 cm x 24 cm | Donated 
by Robin Pope nee Gall from Kilsyth Victoria. 

 

NDSNGA68 
NDSNGA68A Uniform | Nurses Caps 

Uniform | Nurses Caps | 1. White - no frill = 1st year nurse | 2. White 
with frill = 2nd year nurse | 3. White with frill & blue stripe above frill 
= 3rd year nurse | 4. White with frill & red/brown striped = 3rd year 
nurse when uniform change July 1972 | This uniform was used while 
training in NDSN & Associated hospitals | Number (2) second year cap 
has button & shank in position to hold cap together | Button is white 
with central silver loop shank is sliver and goes through loop to close. 

Uniform | Nurses Caps | No 3 Cap NTI in ink & possible 
name of ‘Kelly’ but big blot of ink on word | No. 4 Cap 
Leung BRH in ink at back of cap | 10.5inches front to 
back 13.5 inches deep | Makers details are unknown. 

  



Number Object Name Description Keywords/Inscriptions and Markings Photograph 

NDSNGA69 
NDSNGA69A 
NDSNGA69B 
NDSNGA69C 
NDSNGA69D 

Uniform | Nurses Caps | Cuffs | Buttons & Shanks Uniform | Nurses Caps | Cuffs | Buttons & Shanks | (2) Nurses caps 
1st and 3rd year | (2) cuffs | (6) buttons | (6) shanks 

White Caps & Cuffs | White buttons | Metal Shanks | 
3rd year cap ‘Kelly | 1st year cap NT3 | Cuffs ‘Lee’ | Cuff 
‘Fletcher’ 

 

NDSNGA70 Uniform | Nurses Collar 
Uniform | Nurses Collar | White collar for uniform | Peaked collar | 
45cm | Used at the hospital | Donated by Robin Pope nee Gall on 
18.4.2015 from Kilsyth Victoria  

 

 

NDSNGA71 Uniform | Nurses Cuff 
Uniform | Nurses Cuff | 2 x cuffs & shanks white for short sleeves | 
size 7 | Estimated date made is 1967 | Donated by Heather Gamble 
(School 70) in August 2013 

Uniform | Nurses Cuff | Donated by Heather Gamble 
(School 70) in August 2013 

 

NDSNGA72 
NDSNGA72A Uniform | Nurses Dress - Blue 

Nurses Dress – Blue | Worn beneath white apron | (9) buttonholes in 
(r) | Placket for buttons & shanks to attach | Corresponding 
buttonholes (6) side for closing | small pocket top (L) | Small 
buttonhole back of neck & beneath short sleeve to attach collar & 
cuffs | Small to medium in size | Estimated date made 1950s – 70s | 
Used when nurses were working on the wards or studying. 

Uniform | Nurses Dress - Blue |Tag at neck red script 
on white cotton | Other words with marking pen not 
discernible. 

  



Number Object Name Description Keywords/Inscriptions and Markings Photograph 

NDSNGA73 
NDSNGA73A Uniform | Nurses Jacket (Trainee) 

Nurses Jacket (Trainee) | Maize colour| long sleeved jacket lined with 
satin like material | Round neck | 5 buttons & buttonholes at front | 
Press stud toe of placket. 

Jacket nurses | linen, buttons | Florgale uniforms 
Melbourne | Sydney S.S.W, gold script on white tab at 
back of neck | S.S.W small small women | Noeline King 
designer | Estimated date 1970/71 | Although jacket 
has a wool-like material | Student nurses report that it 
was 'cold' not worn when working on wards, only 
outside. 

  

NDSNGA74 
NDSNGA74A Uniform | Red Nurses Cape 

Red Nurses Cape | Wool | Flannel - Care with collar not linked. Hook 
& eye at collar. Worn over uniform usually walking from 
accommodation to hospital over uniform. 

New nurse’s cape | worn outside hospital | 22.5 inches 
shoulder to edge | Makers details NW 'W' in red as size 
at collar | Donated to NDSNGA by Joan O'Shea 

   

NDSNGA75 
NDSNGA75A Uniform | Trainee Nurses Short Sleeve 

Trainee Nurses Uniform - Short Sleeve | Trainee nurse beneath apron 
cotton | 9 Buttons with shanks | 4 buttonhole centre opening | (2) 
small buttonholes beneath sleeves per cuff | Attachment with studs | 
one also at neck for collar attachment | small pocket (l) breast | 
Estimated date: 1950's nurses work uniform | Poorly finished off 
inside | Nurses were not permitted to wear uniform outside hospital 
grounds | Blue uniform used until change of uniform in 1970's. 

Uniform | Trainee Nurses Short Sleeve | Blue buttons | 
shank | Nurses name tag "Lesley Malone" is is sewn 
over maker tag | Cotton | size small | Makers Details: 
Noelene King designer | Maker not discernible 

  



Number Object Name Description Keywords/Inscriptions and Markings Photograph 

NDSNGA76 
NDSNGA76A Uniform | White Apron Apron | Cotton white apron - nurses uniform | Used in the hospital Donated 18 April 2015 by Robin Pope nee Gall of 

Kilsyth Victoria 

  

NDSNGA77 
NDSNGA77A Uniform | White Veil 

White Veil | worn by registered nurses | (2) One lawn | one Organdie 
| Normal starched folded to fit head and cover most of hair | 
Refreshments - 3 years of "Training" comprised of theory & practical 
Fyans completed | Spoke stitching on bordered edge. 

White Veil | 3 years study - practice | Size 30.5 inches 
square | Tutoring & practical settings | Organdie veil 
donated by Leslie Maloney | Not strictly NDSN Artefact 
| The veil (& uniform) was worn by tutorial staff & 
dean until the decade prior closure of school in 1989. 

 

NDSNGA78 Wall Clock 

Wall Clock | Wood & Glass (could be clear plastic) with black roman 
numeral & hands surrounded by gold trim | Attached to wooden 
base, dark brown colour | Hollow back with section for batteries | 
Brass loop to hang on wall 

Wall Clock | Wood & Glass | Donated to NDSN by 
school 98 June 1984 | Clock | Present to NDSN with 
appreciation school 98 June 1984 in copperplate script 
on black rectangle on clock face | The clock company 
of Australia (on face) guarantee (on back) The 
movement of this clock is guaranteed for a period of 12 
months from date of purchase (5/6/84) 10 Schofield St 
Riverwood NSW 2210 Australia, removal of sticker 
invalidates guarantee | Discussion by committee as to 
return clock to members of school 98 

 

NDSNGA79 
NDSNGA79A Watch | Nurses 

Watch | Nurses pocket watch | Circular, silver & black watch for 
taking pulse | Stop button at top, seconds hand at base – indicates 60 
second | Name W. Rowe inscribed on back of watch | Watch not 
working but in good condition | Used in NDSN & Bendigo Hospital | 
Donated by Wendy Row to NDSN collection | Not working as a watch. 

Pocket watch | Pulse | Ingersoll Ltd, London printed on 
watch face | Triumph printed beneath hour/minute 
hands | Diameter 4.5cm / 6cm including Stop button | 
Nurse Wendy Rowe trained in this period | Estimated 
date made in 1950’s in London | Donated by Wendy 
Row. 

 

NDSNGA80 Watch | Nurses 

Watch | Nurses | Watch with seconds had to count pulse | Circular 
Silver coloured watch which pins to front of nurses uniform | Black 
numbers &hours/minute hands | 3cm chain attached to bar with clip 
and lock | seconds hand red | when watch attached appears upside 
down, for easy estimation of pulse | Used between 1955 – 58 NDSN 
& Bendigo Hospital | Donated by Fay Bourke (nee Roloni) to NDSN 
Collection | Name on bar was added at a date following graduation, 
but watch used throughout training (1955-58) | NB. Watch in plastic 
container for protection only (not original) 

Nurses watch | Pulse | Felicia Junior on watch face in 
black | 17 Jewel Shockproof beneath watch centre | 
Fay Bourke on Bar (added later) |3cm diameter 
(including winder) * Swiss Parts inscribed at No. 6 on 
watch face | Purchased I 1955 (not known where 
made) Swiss parts only | Donated by Fay Bourke  

 

 



Number Object Name Description Keywords/Inscriptions and Markings Photograph 

MM00 Miniature Models of Nurses Information Booklet  

Miniature Model of Nurses Information Booklet | Paper Booklet | 
Information of miniature dolls | Nurses through the ages | Dolls & 
Accompanying information used by Dean Nancy Long when promoting 
nursing in high schools | Made in 1970s | (1) Primitive Woman | (2) 
Roman Matron | (3) Hygeia | (4) Abbess Benedictine Monk | (5) Dame 
of the order of St John | (6) Sister of Charity | (7) Sairey Gamp | (8) 
Florence Nightingale | (9) Army Nurse 1910 | (10) Edith Cavell | (11) 
NDSN schools 1 to 7 | (12) NDSN Modern Day Nurse | (13) NDSN Yellow 
canaries | Each doll stand on wire frame | Clothing in good condition 
but requires careful handling | Since 1990 displayed at NDSN reunions 
every (5) years | Displayed in library in 2000 | Each miniature nurse 
model will be catalogued separately | The (13)m were displayed at the 
Bendigo Library before the Year 200 Reunion | Note the dolls are an 
example of Nancy Long’s imagination & innovation. 

Booklet Depth 11.5 inches Width 8.5 inches | Makers are 
unknown | Designed by Dean Nancy Long | Estimated date made 
is 1970s  

  

MM00A Miniature Models of Nurses 

Miniature models of nurses from the Primitive era to the 1980s | They 
were Dean Nancy Long’s idea & she had them made. | They were used 
for career information when visiting schools | In 1972 when the 
uniforms changed from traditional to more modern trend, they created 
interest for prospective trainee nurses | Each is held upright with a wire 
frame. 

Each miniature has an identity in Roman script, as well as 
information about each era of nurses. Height 30cm | Makers 
details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully designed and 
made | Used as promotional interest during careers visits | 
Acquired by NDSN in 1989   

MM01 Miniature Models of Nurses |1 Primitive Woman 

1. Primitive Woman | Miniature model of first nurse | First nurse was 
the mother, probably a matriarchal head of family | Men were the 
hunters & absent for many long periods | Women grew seeds for food 
and like first medicines | Infectious diseases depleted numbers and the 
sick were regarded as occurring through witchcraft – this resulted in the 
medicine man or Witch Doctor | Beautifully designed and made | Used 
as promotional interest during careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 
1989. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Primitive Woman | Dressing in sack 
cloth with baby on back in the same material | Height 30cm | 
Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully 
designed and made | Used as promotional interest during 
careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM02 Miniature Models of Nurses |2 Hygeia 

2. Hygeia | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses through the ages | 
The ancient Greek Egyptians, Romans believed Gods directed physical 
welfare | Temples were built for priest – Physicians | In Greece Temple 
remains of Asklepios provided hostels, hospital wards, bath house, 
gymnasia | Hygeia symbolised health and panacea | Hippocrates born in 
460BC was a great Physician and held ideals of ethical conduct & 
practice * Todays medical students sill adhere to this oath when 
graduating and also laid foundation of scientific medicine. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Hygeia | Height 30cm | Makers 
details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully designed and 
made | Used as promotional interest during careers visits | 
Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM03 Miniature Models of Nurses |3 Fabiola 

3. Fabiola | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses through the ages 
| Romans developed an organised medical system & study of hygiene | 
Roman women pre-Christianity were independent, owned property & 
wealth |Fabiola Dauenter of a great Roman family converted to 
Christianity and became devoted to charitable work among the sick & 
poor. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Fabiola | Height 30cm | Makers 
details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully designed and 
made | Used as promotional interest during careers visits | 
Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 



MM04 Miniature Models of Nurses |4 Benedictine Monk 

4. Benedictine Monk | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses 
through the ages | From Christian times nursing was not only a woman’s 
vocation | Hospitals and Monasteries cared for the sick & poor | In 529 
an Italian Monk Benedictine set up monasteries with his fellow Monks & 
Christianity spreads across Europe. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Benedictine Monk | Height 30cm | 
Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully 
designed and made | Used as promotional interest during 
careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM05 Miniature Models of Nurses |5 Abbess 

5. Abbess | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses through the ages 
| Nuns were permitted to travel & wore apparel reflection fashion of the 
era | This brought criticism which led to uniformity | The veil symbolises 
Obedience, Humility & Service | In the modern nurse the veil is a symbol 
of service to mankind. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Abbess | Height 30cm | Makers 
details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully designed and 
made | Used as promotional interest during careers visits | 
Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM06 Miniature Models of Nurses |6 Knight Hospitallers 

6. Knight Hospitallers | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses 
through the ages | St John’s Ambulance Brigade | In 1099 the order of St 
John of Jerusalem began | Both men & women nursed on a large scale | 
both the knights and ladies were pledge to the service of mankind | The 
emblem, the eight-pointed white cross is still worn today by members of 
the St John Ambulance Brigade. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Knight Hospitallers | Height 30cm | 
Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully 
designed and made | Used as promotional interest during 
careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM07 Miniature Models of Nurses |7 Sisters of Charity of 
St. Vincent de Paul 

7. Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul | Miniature nurse models | 
Showing nurses through the ages | In 1638 St. Vincent De Paul & 
Mademoiselle de Gras taught simple nursing procedure to young 
peasant women | They worked in the home, hospital and battlefield | 
Their duties were arduous, no pain relief was known & they were 
exposed to infection | In 20 Century the Sisters of St. Vincent De Paul 
are working worldwide | Nursing, teaching, caring for orphans, the age 
& lepers | They shared in advances in medical sciences. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Sisters of Charity of St. Vincent de 
Paul | Height 30cm | Makers details are unknown | Made in 
1970s | Beautifully designed and made | Used as promotional 
interest during careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM08 Miniature Models of Nurses | 8 Mrs Sairey Gamp 

8. Mrs Sairey Gamp | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses through 
the ages | English Monasteries declined in 1405 the church was said to 
have one third of English wealth | Henry VIII dissolved the Monasteries 
despite their record of charitable & medical work, took over most of 
their property | This left large numbers of helpless, sick & poor to die for 
the next 300 years | There was no nursing class hospitals were 
overcrowded (sometimes six people in a bed) and were dirty | Nursing 
was carried out by women of low character & morals | Charles Dickens 
satirised nursing conditions with character of Sarey Gamp nursing had 
sunk to the lowest level. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Mrs Sairey Gamp | Height 30cm | 
Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully 
designed and made | Used as promotional interest during 
careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 



MM09 Miniature Models of Nurses | 9 Florence 
Nightingale 

9. Florence Nightingale | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses 
through the ages | Said to be the founder of modern nursing | She 
became a legend in here lifetime due to her achievements | Before the 
Crime and war there were no professional nurses | The Barrick Hospital 
was filthy with vermin & nursing equipment inadequate despite this she 
planned & executed care for the sick and wounded | In gratitude the 
British people raised funds to establish a school of nursing for the 
training & education of nurses including scientific progress in nursing. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Florence Nightingale | Height 30cm 
| Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully 
designed and made | Used as promotional interest during 
careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM10 Miniature Models of Nurses | 10 Edith Cavell 

10. Edith Cavell | Miniature nurse models | Showing nurses through the 
ages | Trained in London & became head of nursing in Brussels | When 
WWI broke out she tended wounded soldiers of both sides with equal 
devotion, but she was charged by the Germans with helping allied 
soldiers escaped to neutral territory | She was sentenced to death by 
German Court Martial | She faced the firing squad with calmness and 
dignity 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Edith Cavell | 30cm | Makers 
details are unknown | Made in 1970s | Beautifully designed and 
made | Used as promotional interest during careers visits | 
Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

MM11 
MM11A 

Miniature Models of Nurses | 11 Northern District 
School of Nursing 

11. Northern District School of Nursing | Miniature nurse models | 
Showing nurses through the ages |Foundation Dean was Nancy Long 
until 1974 | Failing health forced her resignation | Student nurses wore 
blue dress with white shank buttons | This was worn from school 1 
(22/3/1950) to school 7 (25/4/1951) when the modern day nurse added 
white apron & red cape | In 1972 designer Noeline King designed a new 
uniform – yellow and white with yellow jacket | first worn by school 80 
(PTS 31/7/1972) | Student nurses wore this distinctive uniform in wards 
& affectionately Yellow Canaries | The uniform was worn until the 
forced school closure in July 1989 | As a result of transfer of nursing 
education into  Colleges of advanced education | School 108 (PTS 
4/8/1986) was the final school. 

Miniature Models of Nurses | Northern District School of Nursing 
| Height 30cm | Makers details are unknown | Made in 1970s | 
Beautifully designed and made | Used as promotional interest 
during careers visits | Acquired by NDSN in 1989 

 

 


